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① 由于客观条件所限，未取得 2010 年 10 月新出版的诗集《艰难时世需要狂野的舞蹈：新诗》(Hard Times 
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Abstract 
 
African-American authoress Alice Walker (1944—) has been acknowledged to 
be one of the classic writers in the history of American literature. She is a productive 
writer, who has published many poems, prose and novels. However, the study at home 
and abroad on Walker is, for the moment, focused on probing into her novels with a 
lack of attention to her poetry. Research on Walker’s poems is generally done as a 
supplementary part of that on her novels in foreign countries, and few significant and 
influential monographs concerning her poems can be found. Furthermore, the 
situation in China is much far from optimistic, without any translation or monograph 
towards Walker’s eight poetry anthologies. Actually, Alice Walker’s literary life 
started with her poetic practice, which is part and parcel of her creative work. 
Walker’s poems recorded her thinking development factually, and could be viewed as 
an important field touching on her thoughts. From the angles of studies on Walker, 
home and abroad, little research probes into the ecological turn of her poems and her 
ecological thoughts but concentrates on the critiques with regard to her earlier 
ideology presented by ‘Womanism,’ especially in China. 
    This text attempts to fill the gap and tries to interpret, analyze Walker’s main 
poems in terms of ecocriticism. This investigation is based on a mass of reading and 
translation towards Walker’s works, and mainly analyses Alice Walker’s seven poetry 
anthologies with the support of her prose. In this way, this article summarizes the 
ecological thoughts represented from her poems; furthermore, remarks on her 
critiques of human civilization and her consideration on the relational construction 
between human beings and nature. Besides, all poems and prose by Walker are 
translated into Chinese myself.  
    This essay makes an attempt to bring forth the following new ideas: 
macroscopically, to analyze Walker’s poems by perspective of ecocriticism in order to 
explore and logically organize her ecological thoughts; microscopically, to translate 
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Alice Walker’s diverse aspects by providing readers with intuitionistic and specific 
acquaintance with her ecological poems. 
There can be found three main parts in this text. The first one introduces the 
significance of poem for Walker and the ecological turn of her poems. In my 
perspective, comparing with novel and prose, poem is much more important for 
Walker to describe nature, recording her consideration towards the relationship 
between human beings and nature, expressing her ecological thoughts. Among her 
three earlier poetry anthologies Once, Revolutionary Petunias & Other Poems, Good 
Night, Willie Lee, I’ll See You in the Morning, nature writing is one poetic subject. 
From her fourth anthology Horses Make a Landscape Look More Beautiful, she 
begins to have consciously ecological thoughts and the inkling of her ecological turn. 
The publication of her prose collection Living by the Word indicates the gradual 
shaping of Walker’s ecological thoughts. The poetry anthology Absolute Trust in the 
Goodness of the Earth, published in 2003, is the embodiment of the periodical 
achievement regarding the ecological turn within her poems and the concentrated 
reflection of her ecological thoughts. 
The second part of the text provides comments on, from the ecological angle, the 
critiques of human civilization expressed from Walker’s poems; furthermore, this 
important part is divided into four sections: anthropocentric criticism, criticism 
regarding material desire, criticism concerning technology and criticism aiming at 
battle. These four sections remark on Walker’s sense of worth, technology, and battle, 
reflecting her ecological implication. At the same time, this part explores her 
cognition as to the position of human beings on the earth as well. 
The summary of her consideration regarding the relational construction between 
human beings and nature from Walker’s poems has been done in the third part of this 
article. Moreover, this summary could be divided into three segments: integrating 
human beings into lovely nature with innocence, constructing human responsibility by 
love, obtaining common redemption by virtue of humility. Walker proposes human 
beings not separating from nature, being humble in front of nature, and embracing a 
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